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Ford's newest minivan is scheduled for a US release in Fall of , but you most likely will see it at
auto shows soon. Talk about the C-MAX here! December It looks pretty similar to the Mazda5,
except with the flip-n-fold 2nd row 3rd seat like they've had in Japan on the Mazda5 for years.
One thing I noticed in a Car and Driver review was the fact that with the 3rd row folded there
was only 25CuFt of cargo space behind the 2nd row, while in the current Mazda5 there's 35CuFt
behind the 2nd row. One problem with most Ford cars is that they're not very space efficient as
compared to other vehicles of similar size. January Ford C-MAX are the perfect combination of
style and flexibility. It's good comfort and advanced technology. I like the technology
improvement over the Mazda5, but not the reduced cargo space. And it sounds like the MPG
won't be that much of an improvement over the Mazda5. April Any one knows when Ford is
going to launch this and when its going to be at dealerships? June The available pictures make
it look like it's too late for this comfort issue. VW SportWagen maybe?? We'll see. August As
two row vehicles, both the Prius V and C-Max have greater cargo and passenger space as
compared to a regular Prius, but both cost more. More importantly may be the hip and legroom,
so that's why you really need to test drive, as well as test drive to really compare the driving
differences. Then to me there's the reliability issue with the C-Max as being a first model year,
as compared to a Prius whose line has been around for ages. Personally I'd wait a year before
buying a C-Max and let others work out the bugs. If either the C-Max or Prius V came out with a
third row option I might be interested, plus I'd like to see the next generation Prius that will be
out in September I sat in a C-Max yesterday. I didn't have time for a test drive but at 6'4" I was
very comfortable. Looking forward to driving one. I test drove a base model SE the other day.
Overall impression was positive, but there were a significant number of little quirks. Some
distinct likes and dislikes: likes: -lots of acceleration power; feels almost sporty -less road noise
than prius and the prius is pretty good on that front -analog speed gauge! Some of this may be
due to it being brand new, but having driven equally new Prius models that didn't feel that
touchy, I'm not so sure. So touchy that it was almost difficult to do a smooth stop. There is a
storage compartment hidden under this, but I personally would rather see the bumper up at the
same level as this like in the prius -on base model, right screen can only display leaves or
compass. Almost useless. Sure, the glovebox is roomy, but sometimes it's nice to have a place
to just set some paperwork or whatever small purchases down. The base model has a very tiny
area in front of the radio screen, but adding ANY options to the car and this is replaced with
controls. With some getting used to, they display even more information, but it definitely takes
more effort to interpret. You have to look below the speed gauge to see what gear you are in;
will be easy to get use do with some time, but I kept finding myself looking at the painted letters
next to the shifter itself and being annoyed that they were non-functional they don't even line up
with the driving mode you are in! I don't know how much truth there is to that, but it was
something of a turn-off for the sales guy to be saying. The engine compartment was in fact
rather busy looking, and at a quick look I was not sure how to do basic servicing that is usually
pretty obvious, other than changing fluids which appeared to be all easily accessible. The Prius'
engine compartment is simple by comparison. October As for braking.. If you've been driving a
Prius, you've not had anything close to performance braking not that tha C-MAX has
performance braking, either but Toyota has yet to nicely bring together Hybrid technology and
solid feeling brakes. October edited October Find yourself a RWD hybrid Infinity? I test drove
the next model up, an SEL with Navi and the MyFordTouch as well as the pano sunroof you're
correct it doesn't open but we have that also on an '08 smart fortwo coupe and you would be
surprised how much more opne the cabin feels with it. We also own a '12 Nissan LEAF and are
used to regen brakes; they do get some getting use to but with the energy they recapture it's
worth it. The C-Max rides very quietly as well as some acceleration spun the tires a bit too easily
but it was wet pavement with leaves. We liked it a lot but will wait for the plug-in version Energi
to see how much extra space is lost to the extra capacity battery Ford says that can get you 21
miles on pure electric. Is there some sort of energy counter on the charger, so you can tell how
many KWHs are being used per month to charge the LEAF, and then can extrapolate that
amount from your electric bill to see the true electric cost. So that's what I mean about the total
electricity cost. For me, living in a 4 season climate, I've averaged 4. As far as the other costs
for electricity, the distribution, administration fees, etc. As my commute is more than the 21 mile
electric only range for the Energi it would be a mix of EV and gas use so makes the calculations
more difficult. I'm a bit more concerned over how much storage space the Energi loses; it's
stated at 5 cu. I also should mention that our family has 4 cars and 3 drivers so my calculations
for the Energi assumes dropping two gas only cars and using the Energi just myself which

wouldn't necessarily be the case as my wife has a shorter commute and uses our LEAF the
most at least currently and may switch her over to the Energi as her commute could be full
under electric power. And I'm still a little confused on how you're calculating the cost of
electricity for charging the LEAF. You said, "as well as the car getting only 3 miles per kWh. It
can't be both. Also, are you just using the car's estimate of a kwh per mile and then just
multiplying that by the kwh generation charge on your electric bill? If so, then to me that's really
underestimating the true cost. The car is only estimating the kwh usage per mile, as it's based
on driving conditions, driving style, etc Sort of like using a car's MPG computer estimate, it
probably reads higher. That's why with a gas car, you reset your trip odd, fill up, and then
calculate MPG manually, not based on the trip computer. Then if you're only using the cost per
kwh as a multiplier that seems off too. So you're saying that no matter how much electricity you
use, the distribution cost is the same. So if you use kwh one month and the next month go on
vacation and use kwh for the month, the distribution cost, taxes, fees, etc would all be
identical? Plus even if the LEAF's computer indicates it only used for example 20 kwh to drive
miles, when you plug the LEAF into your house it probably will take more than 20 kwh of
electricity to fully recharge the LEAF's battery. You're right in that every situation is different
and it depends on the vehicle you're replacing or if you're deciding to buy or not to buy. The
calculation between a plug-in or regular Prius or C-Max gets more complicated because it's
hard to measure the plug-in home charging savings vs the thousands of dollars in up front cost.
There's a lot of factors when comparing cars, but electric cars and especially plug-ins have
made the comparison much more difficult. I've been thinking about this a lot, so sorry for the
long post of me trying to wrap my arms around all this. It is 4. My utility as most others will
show you a comparison of what you used the same time prior year but of course with temps,
etc. Plus remember, the LEAF is a full EV so no gas engine related maintenance my first 6
months was just a free tire rotation, at 1 year they inspect the battery and another tire rotation.
By the way, not sure if you knew it but Honda is offering a lease only Fit EV as well We love our
LEAF and driving a second car capable of going a full commute in EV mode some speculate
that Ford's estimate for the C-Max Energi plug-is very conservative at 21 miles would mean
driving M-F without ANY gas required as well as having the range with one of these cars to go
much further -- the caveat being the reduced cargo room for the extra batteries in the C-Max
Energi so we'll see. Right now, just like the early cell phones, full EV's as well as plug-in hybrids
ARE more expensive so some will wait for early adopters. After taking into account that my
state was offering incentives I took the plunge and plan that when my '12 is 10 years old all I'll
need to do is refresh the battery pack and drive it for another 10 years without ever needing a
drop of gas at much less cost and hassle than replacing an engine in an ICE car! As long as I
can keep the road salt off it we should be fine Thanks for the info. I'll probably wait a few more
years to get a better idea of the reliability. Most ICE cars can go well over , without any major
engine problems. Of course with any car you may need to repair electrical, AC, transmission,
etc I guess I'm just not an early adopter! Maybe when the price goes down some more, we get
"smart" meters that charge you less at night and I get more comfortable with the reliability, then
I might take the plunge. On another subject Does this suck up a lot of kwh? Also, are you a
"hypermiler" or do you just drive pretty much like normal? To me something like the LEAF
would be good for the long term Agree that getting a used car avoids the depreciation, etc. I
confess I usually buy new. As far as winter, my '12 model has heated seats, front and rear as
well as a heated steering wheel so we try to use that to supplement the heater they draw next to
nothing off the battery. The main heater will use a fair amount of 'juice' if you leave it on too
much but as the car warms quickly you can cycle it We keep it comfortable but I do monitor the
range when it gets real cold We can also 'preheat' the car via an iPhone or the web so you start
off with a warm car and end up using the main heater even less. It is part of an option package
on the SEL and the Energi though. Is it possible to add a Backup camera to this stereo? If so,
how would you order it, and what would it cost? November It's a very comfortable ride, visibility
is very good, everything including doors closing seems to be of good to high quality. I traded in
my Honda Fit Sport which I liked a lot and which gave me 33 to 34 m. This C-Max is my first
American car in 30 or 40 years. I have an '07 Fit right now. Does the cargo area behind the 2nd
row of the C-Max seem much bigger than that of the Fit behind the 2nd row? Also, how much
more roomy do the rear seats seem in the C-Max? I won't ask about MPG because you just
bought it. Fuel Economy. I'll have a better idea when I do that. Sorry but I haven't even sat in the
rear seats yet but looking in at the rear bench seat it doesn't look bigger than the Fit but it must
be because the Fit seats 4 and the C-Max seats 5. Sorry I wasn't able to help more. I'd say the
ride is the biggest difference I've noticed. If you are a parent of young children at least one
under 12 years old who owns the latest model Subaru Impreza or Ford C-Max, a reporter would
like for you to fill out a survey, due by December 1, , for use in a print publication. Ford seems

to have a real winner with this one. Mileage is running about 40 - 42 MPG, and I really don't drive
it in the most efficient manner. One post mentioned the sensitivity of the brakes, they are
excellent in my opinion, good linear pedal travel and a nice firm pedal, easy and very smooth
transition from regen to conventional. I got used to them in a few hours of city driving and this
is the first EV I've ever owned or driven. Another was concerned about lost space due to the
larger battery, it really doesn't amount to much unless you want to stuff it full from from floor to
ceiling. I'll run it for a few months to give it a good breaking in and report back on mileage etc.
Some of you are quite the math pros! I assume the car was not fully broken in so that may not
be true real world mileage. In my Fit I consistently get mpg in mix driving. I don't think you
should have any regrets owning a Honda Fit. I had mine for 3 trouble-free years and averaged 33
m. The Fit has better brakes shorter stopping distances and tighter turning circles. Combined
mileage on these short drives lifetime I make is 37 m. Even if I don't ever get and may not the
claimed 47 m. Loved my Fit so will try to be objective. A reporter is looking for people who have
shopped or bought either a Prius V or a Ford C-Max hybrid as an "alternative family car.
Davemco3, how much you paid for your fully loaded C-Max Energi? I ordered a C-Max Energi in
August. I've been blogging about it since that time. There's quite a bit of information at my
website that may be of interest to C-Max owners or prospective owners. It was the first energi
that the dealer sold. But like I said he made me a very good deal and said that they probably
won't discount these cars until they become plentiful. Right now they are selling within one or
two days after arriving at the dealer. What kind of rate and residual did you get? How did that
compare to the non-Energi C-max? December edited December I didn't lease, I bought it
financed thru my credit union. Just picked up a new C Max SE. Have had a Prius for 22 months
as a comparison. The Good: C Max performs very well on dry roads. Out performs the Prius.
More powerful than the Prius. Brakes OK, but Prius may have a slight edge. Road noise not an
issue, but is a major problem in the Prius. C Max handles very well in high winds as does the
Prius. A lot more extras as compared to Prius models. Highly recommend this. In storage space
the Prius has the edge. Settings easier to read than on the Prius. The bad: Some of the gauges
and setups take some getting used to. Maybe not just as user friendly as the Prius, but not a
deal breaker. No spare - I repeat no spare tire. Window tint essentially non-existent. The ugly: 23
mpg during hard city driving. If you are truly interested in a green hybrid that gets 47 mpg as
advertised , then this is a deal breaker. This is a first use experience. Will give interval update.
April edited April My experience is similar to yours. I have a C-Max hybrid as my personal car
and a Prius as a company car. A C-Max is heavier, taller, wider, and considerably more powerful
than a Prius V, so physics dictates that it won't get better mileage--but surprisingly it doesn't do
much worse either, with owners of both reporting numbers in the highs to lows range on Fuelly.
The C-Max's computer is pretty accurate. Personally I wonder if Ford erred in positioning this
car against any Prius, because to some degree the cars appeal to different people. I respect the
Prius for its mileage supremacy, but don't like the compromises it makes to eke out those last
few MPG in acceleration, handling, road noise. In short, I like to drive, and the Prius doesn't. For
me, that's the sweet spot. Follow up on C Max SE. There have been a few minor problems that
were easily taken care of by the local dealer. Passing 5, miles, overall MPG is This is with very
careful driving with a light foot and lots of coasting. Ford dealer has no explanation and was of
no help regarding the mileage. At this 4 month interval my conclusion based on the experience
of one C Max: If you are planning to purchase the C Max to get 47 MPG, you will most likely be
disappointed. If you just want a good little hybrid that is fun to drive and gets fairly good
mileage, then consider the C Max. June edited June Also being from IL, I can share with you
that unfortunately the C-Max Energi the version with the plug-in battery, not just the 'regular'
non plug-in Hybrid model does NOT qualify under the IL EPA program due to the fact again,
these are the IL EPA rules that it has a 'regular' internal combustion engine along with a battery
pack versus something like the Chevy Volt whose gas engine is actually a generator that
powers up the battery while doing its backup duties. The C-Max Energi has a fairly small battery
so many go without putting in a charger. On last thing about the IL EPA rebates, they're for
purchased not leased cars unlike the Fed Tax Credit which could be applied against the lease or
taken as a tax credit after you file your tax return. The C-Max either version was a possibility for
us but the battery version simply lost too much storage space versus the hybrid and we found
those 2nd row seats too hard and uncomfortable. For a couple, who doesn't need extra space
and carry many people its not a bad commuter I might have made it to if I ran on fumes. My
observed MPG peaked right at With the air conditioning, it has dropped a couple of MPG and is
more variable. My lifetime MPG just hit At that speed, there are many cars that will do as well,
and something like the Volkswagen Passat GDI will probably do better. Some will be impressed
at that and others will say it isn't exactly 47 m. I'd traded in a Honda Fit which got around 32 m.
With the arrival of Spring and warmer temps my mileage started creeping up, about 0. Today I

was very pleased to reach and arrive home at Today's just today's trip averaged July I've had a
C-Max Energi for about 6 months now. It's approaching miles, of which about were on
electricity. The lifetime average is about 54 MGGe I have it set to figure in the electricity. I'm not
sure of the actual cost of the electircity yet as I'm using V outlet for recharging for a little while
longer. The EV changing station is due in anytime. Fuel economy and charge life is dependent
on using the climate control and outside temperature. This usually results in about to MPGe.
The return trip results in about 60 to 80 MPGe. I love this car! We are very pleased with this
great hybrid. There was a lot of discussion on the web that people were not getting good
mileage, so my wife and I decided to read the manual and follow the advice from Ford. We have
driven over miles and are averaging over 43 mpg. We drive country roads and small city roads
and on one 80 mile trip we averaged 46mpg. We didn't expect such good mileage right out of
the showroom. We are extremely pleased. The technology is outstanding. Take some time to
understand how it works, and read the manual. We live up a mountain and this car has good
power climbing the hills. The sitting room is outstanding. I am 6 feet six inches tall and my wife
is 5 feet two. We both have no problem driving this car. As far as cargo space goes, the two of
us and our Ausralian Shepherd have enjoyed our weekly trips into the Adirondack Mts. There is
a lot to love about this car, and fun learning all the technology. Ford gets an A. I originally
posted post 28 on Nov. The car now has just over 12, miles on it and we could not be much
happier with it. Our mileage peaked at So as of this date our mileage is "down" to Up to now the
car has performed flawlessly through the winter snow and into the hot summer months. The
"Sync' and "Touch" systems work perfectly small learning curve on what to say. I have laughed
many times over some of the posts, on this and other sites, where people who voice complaints
about mileage usually expose their faults elsewhere in their post i. Or they complain about
things that are not faults but rather the way they would like the car to be. About the only thing I
could complain about would be the Michelin tires, I think they are noisy, when I replaced the
Michelin Energy tires on my wife's Fusion w, General Altimax tires the reduction in noise was
amazing, and they rode better. But hard and noisy tires are part of the price you pay for mileage.
What Ford could do to improve this car IMO is to offer 1. Tinted Glass, 2. Power Passenger Seat,
3. Memory Seats. I do not feel that the lack of these items is a fault, it simply would be nice if
they were available. In my original post I said that Ford might have a winner here, after 10
months and 12, miles my wife and myself are convinced that they indeed do have a winner plus.
When I last posted at miles, I reported At just over miles the lifetime mpg raised to I suspect that
this will either be a peak or close to it because of colder weather ahead. I was tempted to slow
down to hit the magic number of 50, but I decided that would be cheating. September edited
September I just started checking too. No updates so far. Have you called your dealer? I haven't
called my dealer. I plan on bringing my car in next month for the roof recall and the software
update. I'll check on it then. BTW My all-time mpg just reached I'm hoping the check is an early
Christmas present. Your mpg varies based on multiple factors. I've driven completely electric
for 0. I'm averaging 43mpg. Sign In or Register to comment. Plug-in hybrids offer
extended-range electric-only motoring compared to run-of-the-mill conventional hybrids thanks
to their gasoline-electric hybrid powertrains that include a larger battery pack. One of the most
notable entries in this relatively new model segment is the Ford C-Max Energi. We say most
notable because this compact hybrid comes in the shape of a tall wagon, which gives it an
added dose of everyday utility. The Ford C-Max Energi also bears the distinction of being one of
the more satisfying plug-in hybrids from a driver's perspective. What sets the C-Max Energi
apart from the C-Max Hybrid, its traditional hybrid twin, is a larger battery pack that allows the
vehicle to travel up to 19 miles on battery power alone. Once the initial electric charge is used
up, the Energi reverts to familiar gasoline-electric hybrid operation. In this mode,the
regenerative braking system recharges the battery sufficiently to deliver electric-only operation
at parking lot speed while the 2. In terms of the driving experience, the C-Max Energi offers a
number of advantages over most hybrids, including lively acceleration, responsive handling, a
composed ride and spot-on steering feel. Though the plug-in hybrid segment is still in its
toddler years, there are several alternatives to the Energi worth considering. The Chevrolet Volt
has significantly more all-electric range, though its lower roofline loses practicality points when
compared to the Ford C-Max. The new Toyota Prius Prime hatchback offers slightly better
all-electric range than the C-Max Energi, as well as dramatically better fuel economy numbers in
traditional hybrid mode. We think the Ford C-Max Energi's combination of performance,
comfort, practicality and fuel economy make it a solid choice among plug-in hybrids. Standard
safety features on the Ford C-Max Energi include antilock disc brakes, traction and stability
control, front side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and a driver-side knee airbag. Also
standard are daytime running lights and a rearview camera. Rear parking sensors are an option
on SE models and are standard on the Titanium trim level. A feature called Assist, which when

paired to your smartphone can automatically call for emergency services in case of airbag
deployment, and MyKey, which allows owners to set certain speed and stereo volume
parameters for valets or teen drivers, are also standard. In Edmunds brake testing, the C-Max
Energi came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, which is a bit longer than average for its segment. In
government crash tests , the Ford C-Max Energi received four out of five stars for overall
protection, with four stars for overall frontal protection and five stars for overall side protection.
We expect the functionally identical to perform the same. The closely related C-Max Hybrid
received the best possible rating of Good in the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 's
moderate-overlap front-impact, side-crash and roof strength tests, as well as a Good rating for
its seats and head restraints whiplash protection. A non-plug-in version, the Ford C-Max Hybrid,
is reviewed separately. Major options are now grouped into new packages. The SE Driver Assist
package bundles a power liftgate, reverse warning sensors to expedite parallel parking, and the
new Sync 3 interface with an 8-inch touchscreen. The SE Comfort Package adds heated outside
mirrors with puddle lamps, leather upholstery, a way power-adjustable front passenger seat and
heated front seats. A Cold Weather package includes heated outside mirrors, heated front seats
and cloth upholstery. Stand-alone options include a panoramic glass roof, keyless entry keypad
and a voice-controlled navigation system. The Titanium model adds foglights, rain-sensing
wipers, heated outside mirrors with puddle lamps, chrome exterior trim, rear parking sensors,
leather upholstery, a way power front passenger seat, heated front seats, push-button start,
remote start, ambient lighting, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, universal garage door opener,
and a premium Sony audio system with nine speakers and HD radio. The Titanium Driver Assist
package includes front parking sensors, a hands-free power liftgate, a blind-spot monitoring
system and automated parallel parking. The panoramic glass roof, keyless entry keypad and
voice-controlled navigation system are offered as stand-alone options here as well. Option
packages for both trim levels include Cargo Management a cargo net and a soft, foldable cargo
organizer and Interior Protection all-weather floor mats and cargo protector. Power for the Ford
C-Max Energi comes from the combination of a 2. Together they send a total of horsepower to
the front wheels through a continuously variable automatic transmission CVT. The battery pack
has considerably more electrical capacity than the one in the standard C-Max Hybrid, and this
allows the Energi to travel up to 19 miles on electric power alone. With a volt charging station,
fully recharging the battery takes only about 2. Charging from a standard volt wall outlet
extends the time to at least five hours. Once the C-Max Energi's battery-powered electric range
is exhausted, the vehicle operates like the standard C-Max hybrid. Driving the Ford C-Max
Energi is a more satisfying experience than many other hybrids thanks in part to the plug-in
system, which delivers mile electric-only driving range, which is practical for most short-range
trips not to mention an overall range of more than miles between fill-ups. More important, the
hybrid powertrain gives the C-Max Energi relatively strong acceleration, a quality that is useful
while merging into traffic or while carrying a full load. Although its larger battery pack makes
the C-Max Energi feel somewhat less nimble than its traditional hybrid sibling, this vehicle still
feels reassuringly composed on the road. Responsive steering adds to this feeling of confident
handling. The suspension also delivers an overall pleasant, European-style ride quality that's
compliant but never overly cushy. Rear seats also offer surprisingly good head- and legroom.
Controls are well placed and easy to operate. The Sync 3 system offers improved voice
controls, a revised menu structure and an 8-inch touchscreen with smartphone-like swipe and
pinch-to-zoom gestures, and it's a significant improvement over the old Sync with the MyFord
Touch interface. The interior features numerous storage cubbies, including the center console
and bins beneath the floor in front of the rear seats. Otherwise, space is somewhat limited
because of the large battery pack located beneath the floor of the cargo hold. To put this into
numbers, there's This expands to To put these measurements into perspective, the C-Max
Energi offers a whopping 25 cubic feet less overall cargo capacity compared to other small
hybrid wagons or crossovers such as the Toyota Prius V. Updating my CMax review, what a
great car. Words can't explain the potential of this plug in Hybrid. To start I have 31, miles and
have used gallons of gas. Doing the math shows the mileage that is possible, it has achieved
My best tank of gas was mpg and my worst tank was 32mpg. I went over a year without buying
gas. I typically go around 30 miles on a charge. I have gone on a Sunday drive as far as 51
miles, while trying to see how far I could go. This 51 miles on a charge did take a lot of hyper
mileing and slow speeds out on rural country roads. For anyone living in a small town or large
city this is a car to consider. It is not at it's best on the freeways. In city driving it's possible to
never buy gas. Reading some test drives it seems that their purpose is to only focus on the low
side of what the car can do. If you live less than 30 miles from your work and it does not include
any high speed freeway driving you can go to and from work on one charge, this is a fact. I was
so impressed with this car I purchased my wife a Fusion Energi. She has 11, miles and has used

62 gallons which is Her best tank so far was over mpg and her worst was 34mpg. All I can say is
this is a great car for anyone that wants to save on fuel and it does not take any trick driving to
get great mileage. It will easily go 80 mph in all electric for a short distance, the trick is to not try
to drive electric on the freeway save the battery for city driving by putting the car in EV later. I
know of drivers that have gone over 11, miles on electric only. The ski is the limit if you really
want to get a fun to drive little electric capable vehicle. As an older shopper, all of the items
rated, like interior comfort, ride height, comfortable seats were all important. The C-max just hits
that sweet spot. It is far and away so much better than my Prius. The 10 way power seats are the
most comfortable of all the hybrids tested, which included the NIRO, and Ioniq. The pwr tailgate
is another plus. By the way, I have been getting 24 miles range on pure electric alone, which
takes care of all our around town trips. We seldom use the engine on these trips so my fuel
mileage rating is currently It takes abt 6 hrs to charge a fully depleted battery, and that's on volt
outlet. I am amazed how much better this car is as opposed to my Prius. The Ford cvt does not
whine like the Prius, acceleration is way better, sound insulation keeps the entire car quiet. I
don't know why the C-MAX was not on my radar when I first started looking for a new hybrid,
but I am sure glad I stopped to check it out! Ford has definitely upped their game! We now have
miles of mostly local driving. Since this is mainly battery, my average MPG is now reading I
absolutely love the fact that I can charge from a normal volt outlet. It makes it so easy. The
electric stays all electric until the charge is gone. I have noticed a shorter range in winter where
electric seat heaters take the largest draw during use. When it does move into hybrid mode
acceleration is way faster than the Prius. The only thing I would like would be for more storage
up front. I might also add that everything works as intended. That is quite different from the
Continental we had back in That was such a poor car, we traded it in for the Prius! Like I said
before, Ford has really improved a significant amount. We now have about miles on car with a
couple of vacation trips. My mileage showing on dash is I can routinely get up to 28 miles on
battery power alone. When home, we normally run short trips , usually a round trip is ALL on
electric. When we get home, I plug into a volt outlet and fully recharge within 6 hrs. Having volt
plugin is convenient. On the plus side, we also received a credit on our taxes, so it was like
getting the plugin capability for free. The amazing part is that I have not noticed any increase in
our electric bill. I wanted a car were I could wait in car and run air and all electrical while waiting
and NOT run the gas engine. With the lithium batteries, this allows me to do so. With the Prius,
with the nickel metal hydroxide batteries, I could not do without running the gas engine at least
2 or 3 times. All in all, Ford has produced a great car. It is a shame that is last model year. They
really needed to promote better. I guess Escape is next to get electric??? Everything I have said
above remains true today. We currently have about miles on the car and have been driving it
further without battery power so mileage is recording I feel that this is still fantastic. Battery
mileage in the winter has been reduced by about 50 percent. Everything still works on car and it
has not been back to dealer. This was my experience with the Prius too. It is a shame they are
not building the Energi any longer, but I believe the Cmax without the plugin is still on market
for this one last year. When I take the car to our other house, a mile trip, the recorded mileage is
between mpg. My last 4 cars were Priuses, my wife also drives a Prius. It is better than the Prius
in every possible way, except, possibly, reliability, which in the Prius is legendary, the C-Max
could be too, just haven't had it long enough to know. I'm also getting more miles per charge
than advertised, as much as 28 miles. Update: now that the cold weather has arrived, the range
is down to about 16 miles, but I'm still averaging 76 mpg through the first 17, miles. I cannot
recommend this car more highly! Crazy thing is, I never see any on the road? Ford, clearly, isn't
doing a good enough job marketing this car, it blows the Prius away, and I know what I'm
talking about, between my wife and me, we've had seven, never thought I'd by any other car. In
energi model, battery takes up about half of the small hatchback area, but a cover over the
battery gives a decent sized flat area for groceries, so can still fit a full cart load. Larger items,
not so much. Rear seats fold down, but battery makes hump in what would be a large flat space.
This cargo arrangement works for me, but really wouldn't work if I had full sized stroller or lots
of gear. Write a review. See all 22 reviews. With its combination of good fuel economy, attractive
styling and everyday drivability, the Ford C-Max Energi should catch the eye of many shoppers
in the market for a plug-in hybrid. Like all plug-ins it fills the gap between a conventional hybrid
and a full electric vehicle, with an extra-large battery and a gasoline engine that provide
extended range, as well as the option to charge from a wall outlet or not. For those who want to
make the move into green-car ownership but still have a bit of range anxiety, the C-Max Energi
is a practical choice. For the C-Max Energi receives an exterior face-lift that brings redesigned
grille openings, headlamps and taillights. Other changes include a new White Gold color option,
a standard rearview camera, reconfigured option packages, available blind-spot monitoring and
the upgraded Sync 3 infotainment system, which is now compatible with Apple CarPlay and

Android Auto. Perhaps the biggest news, though, is the addition of the top-of-the-line Titanium
trim level with features that include leather upholstery, heated seats and a premium sound
system. The C-Max Energi powertrain consists of a 2. Together they drive the front wheels
through a continuously variable transmission CVT. Electric power comes from a 7. Inside, the
C-Max Energi offers comfortable seating for five with a generous amount of leg-, hip-, and
headroom in both the front and rear compartments, which are nicely designed and feature
quality materials and trim. Standard interior appointments include dual-zone climate control, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel and a power driver seat, while a variety of packages and options
allows buyers to mix and match comfort and convenience touches. Nevertheless, it does offer a
comfortable ride, solid and planted road feel, responsive steering and brisk acceleration. The
EPA efficiency figures for the C-Max Energi rate it at 39 mpg in combined driving on gasoline
alone and 95 MPGe miles per gallon equivalent in combined gas and electric operation. The
base C-Max Energi SE comes well equipped with enough comfort and driver-assistance features
to satisfy the majority of buyers. And the new Titanium trim level adds even more luxury and
convenience items to the window sticker. Whatever your preference, let Edmunds help you find
the C-Max Energi that best meets your needs. Available styles include SE 4dr Wagon 2.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Ford C-Max Energi and all its trim
types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the C-Max Energi 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow
users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying
about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort,
value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide
shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the C-Max Energi.
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford C-Max
Energi and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the C-Max Energi featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Ford C-Max Energi. Edmunds has deep data on over
6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Sponsored cars related to the C-Max
Energi. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Great gas mileage. People who viewed
this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 13 reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the C-Max
Energi both on the road and at the track. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking
about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the C-Max Energi has And then there's
safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford C-Max Energi is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the C-Max Energi. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews,
and be sure to compare the C-Max Energi's average consumer rating to that of competing
vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Ford C-Max Energi is a good
car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the C-Max Energi is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official

Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: SE 4dr
Wagon 2. More about the Ford C-Max Energi With its combination of good fuel economy,
attractive styling and everyday drivability, the Ford C-Max Energi should catch the eye of many
shoppers in the market for a plug-in hybrid. Sign Up. Born from the size-sensitive European
market, where even compacts must haul families and cargo, the Ford C-Max packs plenty of
capability into its small size. It has a bit of a crossoverlike look to it, but it's more accurate to
think of it as a compact wagon or hatchback that's big enough for large tasks yet small and
easy to manage for around-town driving. This generation C-Max has been around for a while,
but there's still a lot to like, including refined ride and handling and a comfortable interior done
up in high-quality materials. You can also get a plug-in hybrid version with a larger battery
called the C-Max Energi. It's worth noting that the C-Max Hybrid's powertrain doesn't deliver fuel
economy as high as the mpg figures from some newer rivals. The latest Prius returns up to 56
mpg, for example, and the Hyundai Ioniq tops out at 58 mpg. Kia's new Niro, which has a body
design similar to the C-Max's, also bests it with a 50 mpg rating. For most buyers, though, the
Ford C-Max Hybrid should serve well as a versatile and reasonably efficient vehicle. The Ford
C-Max Hybrid is a five-passenger wagon available in two trim levels. The SE is priced for the
budget-minded, but it's still very functional. Titanium models feature luxury accoutrements. A
plug-in hybrid version, the Ford C-Max Energi, is reviewed separately. No matter which C-Max
variant you buy, it'll come with a 2. Combined output is horsepower. Power is then sent to the
front wheels through a continuously variable automatic transmission CVT. Major options are
now grouped into packages, starting with the SE Driver Assist package that bundles a power
liftgate, rear parking sensors, and the Sync 3 interface with an 8-inch touchscreen, Android
Auto, Apple CarPlay and an extra USB port. The SE Comfort package adds heated mirrors,
leather seating upholstery, a power-adjustable front passenger seat and heated front seats.
Alternately, go for the Cold Weather package for just the heated mirrors and heated front seats.
A panoramic glass roof, keyless entry keypad and a navigation system are available as
stand-alone options. The Titanium model adds foglights, automatic wipers, the heated mirrors
and seats, leather upholstery, the power-adjustable front passenger seat, keyless ignition and
entry, remote start, ambient lighting, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, and a premium Sony
audio system with nine speakers and HD radio. The Titanium Driver Assist package includes
front parking sensors, a hands-free liftgate, a blind-spot monitoring system and automated
parallel parking. The panoramic glass roof, a keyless entry keypad and a voice-controlled
navigation system are offered as stand-alone options as well. Each vehicle typically comes in
multiple versions that are fundamentally similar. NOTE: Since this test was conducted, the
current C-Max has received some revisions centered around the infotainment system with the
addition of Sync 3. Our findings remain broadly applicable to this year's C-Max Hybrid. This is
my second c Max I had a that I loved but it was totaled by a pickup cutting through 2 lines of
traffic to make a u turn on Jan. Without hesitation, I bought another c Max This is a great car I
have had my for about 5 months; my wife has a SE C-max. Car is very comfortable, extremely
quiet, accelerates and handles well even in high wind. Drove long term today for first time. Got
36 mpg driving up through the mountains in AZ, which I thought was good as never got more
than 35 in the and usually , but was blown away when I averaged 48 across NM. Does not have
some advanced safety features like automatic braking. It is true that the mileage is not what it
should be. I owned a C-Max which averaged about The car is extremely smooth to drive, is
quiet, the interior is finished really well, the acceleration and handling is excellent and is overall
it is an excellent car. I have to admit that I tow the car behind my RV and that is why I bought the
new C-Max as I had all the towing equiment moved to my new car. The C-Max is one if the few
cars that can be flat towed as an automatic. In conclusion, this is one awesome car with one
minor flaw, it does not live up to Fords mileage numbers-no big deal. It is still five out of five
stars. I would take the C-Max any day over a Prius. I guess that Ford is going to discontinue the
C-Max. Well, it looks like they will lose my business in the future with that decision. This is a
Prius killer. I had a and recently traded it in for a when I found it was being discontinued. Quick,
very quiet and smooth. Handles like a sports car. Great steering and road feel. No transition
noticed from electric to gas or back again. My trip computer usually says in mixed driving.
Around town I can get Got 60 mpg on one 12 minute trip around town. At 75mpg you can expect
mpg. Even over 80 it is hard to tell how fast you are going. The car is so quiet, smooth and
refined. A Prius feels crude in comparison. Write a review. See all 13 reviews. The Ford C-Max
Hybrid is a five-passenger hatchback-wagon combo that prioritizes usability and efficiency. The
fact that it's also rewarding to drive adds to the charm. As with some other compact Ford
products, the concept of the C-Max was born in Europe, where efficient packaging is king. They
share identical powertrains and differ mainly in interior materials and technology features. The
standard C-Max Hybrid SE, for example, comes equipped with inch aluminum wheels, dual-zone

automatic climate control, a power-adjustable driver seat, a rearview camera, a 4. The Titanium
adds foglights, chrome trim, interior ambient lighting, leather seat surfaces, an auto-dimming
rearview mirror, a nine-speaker Sony audio system, push-button start, rain-sensing wipers and
a reverse park assist system. This package includes blind-spot detection, hand-free liftgate
opening, forward park sensors and Active Park Assist, which helps drivers parallel-park. Both
SE and Titanium trims can be equipped with a few stand-alone options, such as panoramic
sunroof. Pricing for the C-Max is competitive and typically comes in a bit less than that of rivals
such as the Toyota Prius. For those who value fuel efficiency, good driving dynamics and
usability, use Edmunds to help find the perfect Ford C-Max Hybrid. Available styles include SE
4dr Wagon 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Ford C-Max Hybrid and all
its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the C-Max Hybrid 5. Edmunds consumer reviews
allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are
saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance,
comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to
provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the C-Max
Hybrid. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford
C-Max Hybrid and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the C-Max Hybrid featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Ford C-Max Hybrid. Edmunds has deep data on over
6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Which C-Max Hybrid does Edmunds
recommend? It's the entry-level trim, so it's a good way to go if you want to keep your payments
low. Ford also offers almost all of the C-Max's higher-end features as options, so you can equip
it with more if you want. Either way, we do recommend getting option group A, which provides
the desirable Sync 3 infotainment system, smartphone integration, a larger 8-inch display, a
power liftgate and rear parking sensors. With its strong acceleration, sporty steering and
handling, and confident demeanor, the C-Max Hybrid stands out as a performer in a class
otherwise lacking a leader. The C-Max Hybrid accelerates relatively quickly for a hybrid. In our
testing, it accelerated from zero to 60 mph time in 8. It produces about average stopping
distances for its class, but the nontraditional hybrid braking system takes some practice,
particularly when inching forward or back into a parking space. Perhaps this isn't a quality most
hybrid buyers value, but the C-Max's steering is one of the best in its class: It feels natural,
precise, engaged and predictable. With the exception of the idiosyncratic brakes, the C-Max
Hybrid behaves very much like a European-flavored wagon in the way it drives â€” poised and
confident. With comfortable seating for four five in a pinch , a firm but controlled ride, and a
remarkably quiet interior, the C-Max Hybrid offers a livable alternative to the numb and lifeless
hybrids we've grown to expect. The C-Max provides well-contoured and supportive front seats
optionally heated and comfortable adult-size rear seats. The elevated seating position is similar
to a compact SUV's. Ride comfort suffers only slightly as the result of its responsive handling.

We still prefer the C-Max's sophisticated ride over an isolated and soft suspension. The C-Max's
interior is not only uncommonly quiet for a hybrid but also for wagons in general. There's little
powertrain noise and even less wind noise than expected. With solid construction, eye-catching
design and roomy accommodations, the C-Max is a tough act to beat in the interior. With large
doors and seat heights somewhere between those of a compact SUV and a tall wagon, the
C-Max is easy to access in either front or rear. The battery pack eats up only a slight amount of
cargo room, not passenger space, which is generous for adults in all seating positions.
Rear-facing child seats are welcome. The C-Max has very good sight lines and outstanding
outward visibility, especially out the front. Due to the drive batteries, the C-Max's rear load floor
is high. There's only The C-Max comes with Sync 3, which is an easy-to-use infotainment
system that includes Apple or Android smartphone integration. The C-Max lacks the latest
driver safety aids, however, and you can only get blind-spot monitoring on the Titanium trim.
Sponsored cars related to the C-Max Hybrid. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, My
C Max Titanium is a great car! Drivers only need to engage the brake and shifter. Blind Spot
Information System Warns you if a vehicle is in your blind spot when initiating a lane change.
MyKey Lets owners manage vehicle safety settings for other drivers, such as maximum speed,
radio volume limit and always-on traction control. Side Impact Test Good. The Edmunds experts
tested the C-Max Hybrid both on the road and at the track. What about cargo capacity? When
you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the C-Max Hybrid has
And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford C-Max Hybrid
is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and
reveal what it's like to live with the C-Max Hybrid. Look for specific complaints that keep
popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the C-Max Hybrid's average consumer rating
to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Ford
C-Max Hybrid is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability
should all be factors in determining whether the C-Max Hybrid is a good car for you. Check back
soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions
include: SE 4dr Wagon 2. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. This reliable Ford C-MAX Hybrid SE comes with a
variety of features, including Bluetooth, braking assist, dual climate control, stability control,
traction control, a MP3 player, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, side air bag system, and digital
display. Drive away with an impeccable 4-star crash test rating and prepare yourself for any
situation. With a white exterior and gorgeous tan interior, enjoy driving a set of wheels that
shines through and through. Use your favorite electronic devices and keep your hands on the
wheel with built-in Bluetooth. You won't believe the amazing sound quality from this vehicle's
CD player and a MP3 player. View this beauty and our entire inventory today! Call for more
details. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. Only 35, Miles Navigation
System Heated Front Seats Back Up Camera Hands Free Bluetooth Technology Lightweight
Aluminum Alloy Wheels We had the absolute best buying experience!! Allan W. The rear parking
assist technology on the vehicle will put you at ease when reversing. The system alerts you as
you get closer to an obstruction. This unit is front wheel drive. Control your garage door with its
built in HomeLink System. This Ford C-Max Hybrid has a 2. This large car emanates grace with
its stylish gray exterior. This model has an adjustable telescoping wheel that allows you to
achieve a perfect fit for your driving comfort. Easily set your speed in the vehicle with a state of
the art cruise control system. Increase or decrease velocity with the touch of a button. This
vehicle is accented with a stylish rear spoiler. Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in an
emergency. The high efficiency automatic transmission shifts smoothly and allows you to relax
while driving. Received a reply from salesman with info I requested quickly. We set up a test
drive and we're driving it home in about 2 hours. A very nice experience with salesman, finance
manager and shop replaced a bulb. This dealership is great and we were treated as if we bought
a new vehicle. Well worth the drive and would return. We are Ford people currently driving a
Flex. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get
pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store
for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a
different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa.
Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. That's why we never charge last-minute,
bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at
the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car
delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you
safe. We work with various partners to recondition and photograph our vehicles. Our
reconditioning partners perform the same point inspection and apply the same standards as
Carvana does at our own facilities. NOTE: This vehicle must be ordered from one of our

partners and is not currently in Carvana's possession. Contact the dealer for delivery details,
restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Within 50
miles. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Hybrid
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders Interior Color Black Gray. Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Are You
Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Not Listed. No High-Pressure
BS. Close Delta Auto Sales Inc. In-stock online. Showing 1 - 18 out of 67 listings. Sign Up. Make
Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details.
We're very happy with the purchase of our new F XLT. Great truck from a great dealer and great
sales team. Thanks Earl! Dicks Mackenzie Ford offers extended vehicle service contracts so our
Portland area drivers enjoy a worry free used car, SUV or van ownership experience. With 24,
miles this C-Max Energi with a 2. You can also visit us at, S. Dicks Mackenzie Ford Used car
dealership only sells used cars Beaverton, OR buyers can trust for safety and worry free
driving. Dicks Mackenzie Ford is Northwest Oregon's only location where you can test drive a
new, used or Certified car. From bad credit car financing to the highest credit scores, our Ford
Motor Credit experts offer more and better credit options than used car lots in Portland, Oregon.
When shopping for used cars Portland shoppers prefer the short drive to Hillsboro. Looking for
Ford financing? Dicks Mackenzie Ford has new cars for sale and used cars for sale in Hillsboro
just west of Portland. So, if you're shopping used car dealerships in Beaverton, OR consider
driving just past Aloha, Oregon to Hillsboro where you'll experience Northwest Oregon's
preferred Ford dealer service, sales and the Dicks Mackenzie Ford difference! We have bought a
few vehicles from Randy May at Dick's in Hillsboro. Best guy in the business. I have known him
for several years and always takes care of us. Pleasure to deal with and his love of Jeeps goes
way back. My kind of guy. If your looking for any vehicle get a hold of him and he will take care
of you like family. That is going the extra mile, as always. The rate is based on Tier 1 credit at 3.
Not everyone who applies will qualify for credit with this specific lender. We work with over
Lenders including local Credit Unions to help get you the best financing possible. Vroom is a
national online retailer that allows you to shop thousands of high-quality vehicles online,
delivered straight to you contact-free. With Vroom, browse and shop through an extensive
inventory of low-mileage, competitively priced cars, and trucks available for purchase, with easy
online financing and new inventory added every day. No haggling. No pressure. Buy your next
vehicle from Vroom, have it delivered straight to you, and never visit a dealership again. Have a
car to trade-in? Vroom offers hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it up.
Learn more at Vroom. Vroom only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire,
flood and frame damage and have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of
purchase and sale. Every Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic
inspections before it is sold. If a vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list
the vehicle for sale on the site. That's why we never charge last-minute, bogus fees. We believe
in treating you better--we think you should be able to get the right car at the right price without
worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get your car delivered as soon as the next
day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to keep you safe. We work with various
partners to recondition and photograph our vehicles. Our reconditioning partners perform the
same point inspection and apply the same standards as Carvana does at our own facilities.
NOTE: This vehicle must be ordered from one of our partners and is not currently in Carvana's
possession. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is easy. You can shop online, get
pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from the comfort of home. See store
for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if you transfer this vehicle to a
different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa.
Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Contact the dealer for delivery details,
restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Within 50
miles. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Rating Good Price 4 Fair Price Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Engine Type Hybrid Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders Interior Color
Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Five Star Dealer. Know The Deal.
Title issue. Not Listed. In-stock online. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 45 listings. Sign Up.
Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. That's why we never charge
last-minute, bogus fees. We believe in treating you better--we think you should be able to get
the right car at the right price without worrying about fees taking the joy from the ride. Plus, get
your car delivered as soon as the next day with our Touchless Delivery process designed to
keep you safe. We work with various partners to recondition and photograph our vehicles. Our

reconditioning partners perform the same point inspection and apply the same standards as
Carvana does at our own facilities. NOTE: This vehicle must be ordered from one of our
partners and is not currently in Carvana's possession. Price includes warranty! We have the
area's largest selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in stock to
choose from! Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties available. Please contact our
sales department for more information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view
our website Open 7 days a week! But this place should be named The worse way to wholesale
autos. I walked in Jan. I told him my desired car and what I have to trade in. I can not make this
up. I snatched up my keys and walked out of there not looking back. Contact the dealer for
delivery details, restrictions and costs. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission
Automatic Engine Type Hybrid Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders Interior Color
Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? New Listing. No accidents. Know The Deal. Close
Carvana - St. Louis - St. Showing 19 - 36 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. My C Max
Titanium is a great car! This is my second c Max I had a that I loved but it was totaled by a
pickup cutting through 2 lines of traffic to make a u turn on Jan. Without hesitation, I bought
another c Max This is a great car Read more. Read less. Learn more about the Ford C-Max
Hybrid. The used Ford C-Max Hybrid received an average score of 4. Where to buy a used Ford
C-Max Hybrid? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've
found the right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Ford C-Max Hybrid.
Check out our user ratings for dealers near you to help you choose the best place to buy your
used Ford C-Max Hybrid. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider
when buying a used Ford C-Max Hybrid. Edmunds found 3 Fair, and 2 Great deals near you, so
you can be sure to get the best price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews
to find common problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used
Ford C-Max Hybrid you're buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer
reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a used Ford C-Max Hybrid will be. Out
of consumer reviews of the used Ford C-Max Hybrid available at Edmunds, 12 are one-star
reviews. Take a look at those reviews first, as they're most likely to describe reliability issues
with the vehicle. Sign Up. Plug-in hybrids offer extended-range electric-only motoring compared
to run-of-the-mill conventional hybrids thanks to their gasoline-electric hybrid powertrains that
include a larger battery pack. One of the most notable entries in this relatively new model
segment is the Ford C-Max Energi. We say most notable because this compact hybrid comes in
the shape of a tall wagon, which gives it an added dose of everyday utility. The Ford C-Max
Energi also bears the distinction of being one of the more satisfying plug-in hybrids from a
driver's perspective. What sets the C-Max Energi apart from the C-Max Hybrid, its traditional
hybrid twin, is a larger battery pack that allows the vehicle to travel up to 19 miles on battery
power alone. Once the initial electric charge is used up, the Energi reverts to familiar
gasoline-electric hybrid operation. In this mode,the regenerative braking system recharges the
battery sufficiently to deliver electric-only operation at parking lot speed while the 2. In terms of
the driving experience, the C-Max Energi offers a number of advantages over most hybrids,
including lively acceleration, responsive handling, a composed ride and spot-on steering feel.
Though the plug-in hybrid segment is still in its toddler years, there are several alternatives to
the Energi worth considering. The Chevrolet Volt has significantly more all-electric range,
though its lower roofline loses practicality points when compared to the Ford C-Max. The new
Toyota Prius Prime hatchback offers slightly better all-electric range than the C-Max Energi, as
well as dramatically better fuel economy numbers in traditional hybrid mode. We think the Ford
C-Max Energi's combination of performance, comfort, practicality and fuel economy make it a
solid choice among plug-in hybrids. Standard safety features on the Ford C-Max Energi include
antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, front side airbags, full-length side curtain
airbags and a driver-side knee airbag. Also standard are daytime running lights and a rearview
camera. Rear parking sensors are an option on SE models and are standard on the Titanium
trim level. A feature called Assist, which when paired to your smartphone can automatically call
for emergency services in case of airbag deployment, and MyKey, which allows owners to set
certain speed and stereo volume parameters for valets or teen drivers, are also standard. In
Edmunds brake testing, the C-Max Energi came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, which is a bit
longer than average for its segment. In government crash tests , the Ford C-Max Energi received
four out of five stars for overall protection, with four stars for overall frontal protection and five
stars for overall side protection. We expect the functionally identical to perform the same. The
closely related C-Max Hybrid received the best possible rating of Good in the Insurance Institute

for Highway Safety 's moderate-overlap front-impact, side-crash and roof strength tests, as well
as a Good rating for its seats and head restraints whiplash protection. A non-plug-in version,
the Ford C-Max Hybrid, is reviewed separately. Major options are now grouped into new
packages. The SE Driver Assist package bundles a power liftgate, reverse warning sensors to
expedite parallel parking, and the new Sync 3 interface with an 8-inch touchscreen. The SE
Comfort Package adds heated outside mirrors with puddle lamps, leather upholstery, a way
power-adjustable front passenger seat and heated front seats. A Cold Weather package
includes heated outside mirrors, heated front seats and cloth upholstery. Stand-alone options
include a panoramic glass roof, keyless entry keypad and a voice-controlled navigation system.
The Titanium model adds foglights, rain-sensing wipers, heated outside mirrors with puddle
lamps, chrome exterior trim, rear parking sensors, leather upholstery, a way power front
passenger seat, heated front seats, push-button start, remote start, ambient lighting, an
auto-dimming rearview mirror, universal garage door opener, and a premium Sony audio
system with nine speakers and HD radio. The Titanium Driver Assist package includes front
parking sensors, a hands-free power liftgate, a blind-spot monitoring system and automated
parallel parking. The panoramic glass roof, keyless entry keypad and voice-controlled
navigation system are offered as stand-alone options here as well. Option packages for both
trim levels include Cargo Management a cargo net and a soft, foldable cargo organizer and
Interior Protection all-weather floor mats and cargo protector. Power for the Ford C-Max Energi
comes from the combination of a 2. Together they send a total of horsepower to the front
wheels through a continuously variable automatic transmission CVT. The battery pack has
considerably more electrical capacity than the one in the standard C-Max Hybrid, and this
allows the Energi to travel up to 19 miles on electric power alone. With a volt charging station,
fully recharging the battery takes only about 2. Charging from a standard volt wall outlet
extends the time to at least five hours. Once the C-Max Energi's battery-powered electric range
is exhausted, the vehicle operates like the standard C-Max hybrid. Driving the Ford C-Max
Energi is a more satisfying experience than many other hybrids thanks in part to the plug-in
system, which delivers mile electric-only driving range, which is practical for most short-range
trips not to mention an overall range of more than miles between fill-ups. More important, the
hybrid powertrain gives the C-Max Energi relatively strong acceleration, a quality that is useful
while merging into traffic or while carrying a full load. Although its larger battery pack makes
the C-Max Energi feel somewhat less nimble than its traditional hybrid sibling, this vehicle still
feels reassuringly composed on the road. Responsive steering adds to this feeling of confident
handling. The suspension also delivers an overall pleasant, European-style ride quality that's
compliant but never overly cushy. Rear seats also offer surprisingly good head- and legroom.
Controls are well placed and easy to operate. The Sync 3 system offers improved voice
controls, a revised menu structure and an 8-inch touchscreen with smartphone-like swipe and
pinch-to-zoom gestures, and it's a significant improvement over the old Sync with the MyFord
Touch interface. The interior features numerous storage cubbies, including the center console
and bins beneath the floor in front of the rear seats. Otherwise, space is somewhat limited
because of the large battery pack located beneath the floor of the cargo hold. To put this into
numbers, there's This expands to To put these measurements into perspective, the C-Max
Energi offers a whopping 25 cubic feet less overall cargo capacity compared to other small
hybrid wagons or crossovers such as the Toyota Prius V. Available styles include SE 4dr
Wagon 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford C-Max Energi. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Overall
rating. Read more. Write a review See all 22 reviews. Updating my CMax review, what a great
car. Words can't explain the potential of this plug in Hybrid. To start I have 31, miles and have
used gallons of gas. Doing the math shows the mileage that is possible, it has achieved My best
tank of gas was mpg and my worst tank was 32mpg. I went over a year without buying gas. I
typically go around 30 miles on a charge. I have gone on a Sunday drive as far as 51 miles,

while trying to see how far I could go. This 51 miles on a charge did take a lot of hyper mileing
and slow speeds out on rural country roads. For anyone living in a small town or large city this
is a car to consider. It is not at it's best on the freeways. In city driving it's possible to never buy
gas. Reading some test drives it seems that their purpose is to only focus on the low side of
what the car can do. If you live less than 30 miles from your work and it does not include any
high speed freeway driving you can go to and from work on one charge, this is a fact. I was so
impressed with this car I purchased my wife a Fusion Energi. She has 11, miles and has used 62
gallons which is Her best tank so far was over mpg and her worst was 34mpg. All I can say is
this is a great car for anyone that wants to save on fuel and it does not take any trick driving to
get great mileage. It will easily go 80 mph in all electric for a short distance, the trick is to not try
to drive electric on the freeway save the battery for city driving by putting the car in EV later. I
know of drivers that have gone over 11, miles on electric only. The ski is the limit if you really
want to get a fun to drive little electric capable vehicle. Read less. As an older shopper, all of the
items rated, like interior comfort, ride height, comfortable seats were all important. The C-max
just hits that sweet spot. It is far and away so much better than my Prius. The 10 way power
seats are the most comfortable of all the hybrids tested, which included the NIRO, and Ioniq.
The pwr tailgate is another plus. By the way, I have been getting 24 miles range on pure electric
alone, which takes care of all our around town trips. We seldom use the engine on these trips so
my fuel mileage rating is currently It takes abt 6 hrs to charge a fully depleted battery, and that's
on volt outlet. I am amazed how much better this car is as opposed to my Prius. The Ford cvt
does not whine like the Prius, acceleration is way better, sound insulation keeps the entire car
quiet. I don't know why the C-MAX was not on my radar when I first started looking for a new
hybrid, but I am sure glad I stopped to check it out! Ford has definitely upped their game! We
now have miles of mostly local driving. Since this is mainly battery, my average MPG is now
reading I absolutely love the fact that I can charge from a normal volt outlet. It makes it so easy.
The electric stays all electric until the charge is gone. I have noticed a shorter range in winter
where electric seat heaters take the largest draw during use. When it does move into hybrid
mode acceleration is way faster than the Prius. The only thing I would like would be for more
storage up front. I might also add that everything works as intended. That is quite different from
the Continental we had back in That was such a poor car, we traded it in for the Prius! Like I
said before, Ford has really improved a significant amount. We now have about miles on car
with a couple of vacation trips. My mileage showing on dash is I can routinely get up to 28 miles
on battery power alone. When home, we normally run short trips , usually a round trip is ALL on
electric. When we get home, I plug into a volt outlet and fully recharge within 6 hrs. Having volt
plugin is convenient. On the plus side, we also received a credit on our taxes, so it was like
getting the plugin capability for free. The amazing part is that I have not noticed any increase in
our electric bill. I wanted a car were I could wait in car and run air and all electrical while waiting
and NOT run the gas engine. With the lithium batteries, this allows me to do so. With the Prius,
with the nickel metal hydroxide batteries, I could not do without running the gas engine at least
2 or 3 times. All in all, Ford has produced a great car. It is a shame that is last model year. They
really needed to promote better. I guess Escape is next to get electric??? Everything I have said
above remains true today. We currently have about miles on the car and have been driving it
further without battery power so mileage is recording I feel that this is still fantastic. Battery
mileage in the winter has been reduced by about 50 percent. Everything still works on car and it
has not been back to dealer. This was my experience with the Prius too. It is a shame they are
not building the Energi any longer, but I believe the Cmax without the plugin is still on market
for this one last year. When I take the car to our other house, a mile trip, the recorded mileage is
between mpg. Way better than a Prius! My last 4 cars were Priuses, my wife also drives a Prius.
It is better than the Prius in every possible way, except, possibly, reliability, which in the Prius is
legendary, the C-Max could be too, just haven't had it long enough to know. I'm also getting
more miles per charge than advertised, as much as 28 miles. Update: now that the cold weather
has arrived, the range is down to about 16 miles, but I
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'm still averaging 76 mpg through the first 17, miles. I cannot recommend this car more highly!
Crazy thing is, I never see any on the road? Ford, clearly, isn't doing a good enough job
marketing this car, it blows the Prius away, and I know what I'm talking about, between my wife
and me, we've had seven, never thought I'd by any other car. Meg-A-Watt--an awesome little car!
In energi model, battery takes up about half of the small hatchback area, but a cover over the
battery gives a decent sized flat area for groceries, so can still fit a full cart load. Larger items,

not so much. Rear seats fold down, but battery makes hump in what would be a large flat space.
This cargo arrangement works for me, but really wouldn't work if I had full sized stroller or lots
of gear. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 13 reviews. Sponsored cars
related to the C-Max Energi. Sign Up.

